
12A  Activity 1

celebrate  to do something special because of a particular event
   or special occasion
costume  clothes you wear to look like someone else, especially
   for a party or special event
fireworks  pattern of colorful explosions in the air, usually to
   celebrate a special event
Halloween  a holiday on October 31st, when children wear costumes,
   play tricks, and walk from house to house to get candy
independence political freedom from control by another country
meal   an occasion when food is served and eaten

12A  Activity 2

April Foolsʼ Day April 1st, a day for playing tricks
ceremony   a set of actions performed to recognize a traditional or
   religious occasion
come of age  to become a particular age, usually 18 or 21, when you
   are considered legally responsible for your actions
highlight  the most important part of a time period, movie, sports event, etc.
parade  a public celebration when musical bands, decorated vehicles, etc.,
   move down the street
skeleton  the frame of bones supporting a human or animal body
skull   the bones of a personʼs or animalʼs head
traditional  following ideas and methods that have existed for a long time

12B  Activity 1

cut in line  to unfairly go in front of people waiting to do something
emergency  a dangerous or serious situation such as an accident
invitation  a request that invites someone to do something
It depends  since you don;t know what will happen yet, you canʼt decide
leftover  food remaining at the end of a meal and kept to eat later
sidewalk  a path for people to walk on along the side of a street

12B  Activity 2

cheek  the soft round part of your face below your eyes
look someone in the eye to look directly at someone while he/she is looking at you

12B  Activity 3

business card a card that shows your name, and the name, phone number, and 
   address of your company
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